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Abstract: Cloud computing has become a prominent technology due to its important utility service;
this service concentrates on outsourcing data to organizations and individual consumers. Cloud
computing has considerably changed the manner in which individuals or organizations store, retrieve,
and organize their personal information. Despite the manifest development in cloud computing, there
are still some concerns regarding the level of security and issues related to adopting cloud computing
that prevent users from fully trusting this useful technology. Hence, for the sake of reinforcing
the trust between cloud clients (CC) and cloud service providers (CSP), as well as safeguarding
the CC’s data in the cloud, several security paradigms of cloud computing based on a third-party
auditor (TPA) have been introduced. The TPA, as a trusted party, is responsible for checking the
integrity of the CC’s data and all the critical information associated with it. However, the TPA
could become an adversary and could aim to deteriorate the privacy of the CC’s data by playing a
malicious role. In this paper, we present the state of the art of cloud computing’s privacy-preserving
models (PPM) based on a TPA. Three TPA factors of paramount significance are discussed: TPA
involvement, security requirements, and security threats caused by vulnerabilities. Moreover, TPA’s
privacy preserving models are comprehensively analyzed and categorized into different classes with
an emphasis on their dynamicity. Finally, we discuss the limitations of the models and present our
recommendations for their improvement.

Keywords: cloud computing; security; service level agreement; privacy-preserving model; third-
party auditor; cloud service provider; cloud client

1. Introduction

Cloud computing is considered as a utility-driven paradigm derived from a “pay as
you use” concept responsible for enabling consumers to remotely share technology-based
resources instead of possessing these resources locally [1,2].

Cloud computing transports a reliable, custom-made information technology (IT)
perimeter for cloud users with an ensured quality of service. In cloud computing, ser-
vices are afforded from the cloud clients’ points of view and are presented as IT-related
skills, reachable with no in-depth familiarity of the used technologies and with a titular
coordinating effort [3,4].

The cloud as a concept can be defined as the “storing of data anywhere and accessing
it anytime”. Cloud clients who have appropriate permissions can access the stored data.
For more information about the cloud characteristics, readers can refer to [5]. Four diverse
types of delivery models are supported in cloud computing: private cloud, public cloud,
hybrid cloud, and community cloud [6,7].
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• The private cloud is usually utilized by a limited number of users capable of accessing
highly confidential data.

• The public cloud is commonly employed for hosting sensitive data, in which data
integrity is repeatedly mutable.

• The hybrid cloud combines two or more delivery models. This model can be applicable
to cloud users who would like to retain their most crucial data on-premises while
storing their fundamental data on the cloud. The combined delivery models can be
private-, public-, or community-based models; however, a standardized technology
can be utilized to bound the data. The hybrid cloud improves security and lowers the
price. However, the high management complexity is the major drawback.

• The community cloud can be considered as a type of public cloud in which various
cloud clients share a specific infrastructure with a community that engages with one
another on an identical interest.

Cloud computing merges various technologies and procedures to preserve cloud
client’s data. Thus, there are competitions between cloud service providers to provide the
latest security mechanisms. Notwithstanding, several security-wise ambiguities still exist
which make many organizations reluctant to fully utilize cloud computing [8].

In cloud computing, data security, privacy, and safety are fundamental measures
which establish the trust level between the cloud clients and cloud providers. Cloud com-
puting is broadly employed in diverse fields such as economy, social, finance, educational
institutions, and government offices. Therefore, users store confidential information on
the cloud and retrieve it at their convenience. Prior to developing and designing cloud
computing, privacy and security requirements have to be exhaustively explored. Individu-
als and organizations are still distrustful due to the existing security vulnerabilities that
threaten cloud computing. In fact, cloud computing lacks explicit security and privacy
protection regulations.

Several researchers concentrate on recognizing the privacy and security challenges
that cloud users encounter. Other researchers investigate the possibility of choosing trust-
worthy and adequate cloud providers in order to mitigate privacy and security hazards [9].
To deal with privacy and security challenges, the TPA terminology is presented. Cloud
clients and cloud providers lack some capabilities which make the TPA (i.e., which has
these capabilities) an essential entity in the cloud realm. The TPA can be trusted by both
cloud clients and cloud providers to evaluate the security level of cloud service providersÕ
storage; thus, the data can be marked as protected against malicious attempts, Byzan-
tine failures, data alteration attacks, and even server colluding attacks [10]. Dynamic
TPA-driven approaches provide the data verification and operation, which improve the
storage accuracy, dynamic data support, fast localization of the data error, dependability,
and lightweight characteristics. The TPA dynamicity involves four steps: revise, erase,
append, and then update the operation (depicted in Figure 1).

Figure 1. Auditing process based on a TPA.

Cloud security deficiencies are the major factors that prevent several organizations
from fully adopting cloud computing. Utilizing a TPA might enhance the companies’
desire to hasten the adoption of cloud computing. Nevertheless, TPAs suffer from various
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issues. This survey investigates TPA privacy-preserving models’ characteristics and the
security issues that TPAs suffer from.

1.1. Research Contribution

The contributions of our survey paper can be summarized as:

• The state-of-the-art privacy-preserving TPA-based models for cloud computing are
extensively discussed. In addition, these TPA-based models are categorized based on
unique characteristics.

• The expected vulnerabilities of cloud computing are comprehensively discussed as
they are used by the TPA to launch the threats for violating data privacy.

• TPA-based privacy-preserving security challenges are discussed, and recommenda-
tions are suggested either to control or mitigate the malicious intent of the TPA in the
cloud computing environment.

1.2. Paper Organization

The remainder of the paper is summarized as follows: Section 2 presents the research
methodology. Section 3 discusses related reviews and surveys. Section 4 discusses vulnera-
bilities and potential threats. We summarize and recapitulate all the studied methods in
Section 5. Section 6 discusses the TPA-based security challenges and recommendations.
Finally, Section 7 concludes our survey.

2. Research Methodology

An integrative evaluation scheme is employed for survey organizations. This survey
aims to focus on the privacy-preserving models in cloud computing based on a third-party
auditor and cloud vulnerabilities. For example, what types of privacy-preserving models
are more compatible for blocking the malicious role of the TPA? What are the security
requirements for maintaining data privacy? What are the vulnerabilities that help the
TPA to deteriorate data privacy and thus lead to security threats? What vulnerabilities
should be addressed to improve the performance of cloud computing from the privacy-
preserving perspective? Because data privacy is of paramount significance, negligence in
privacy can reduce users’ confidence in cloud computing. A qualitative study is used to
find the answers to these state-of-the-art questions. The qualitative study helps to collect
ground-breaking information regarding the privacy-preserving models to avoid being
a victim of the TPA. However, the assessment method of conducting the survey is not
entirely systematic, and the assessments attempt to cover completely blinded and peer-
reviewed scholarly articles on privacy preservation. These articles are focused on the years
2010–2021. The source of collecting the information is extremely explicit and is based on
peer-reviewed research articles, books, conferences, and sources published. These sources
comprise various databases (e.g., PubMed, MetaPress, IEEE Digital Library, CINAHL, Trip
Database, Science@Direct, ERIC, arXiv e-Print Archive, Social Science Research Network,
CORE, Semantic Scholar Directory of Open Access Journals, and ProQuest). These sources
support the collection of the articles to discuss the state of the art of cloud computingÕs
privacy-preserving models. Different keywords were used to locate the articles, such
as the categorization of PPM based on a TPA, the involvement of a TPA for exploiting
the data privacy including the security requirements, and the vulnerabilities that lead
to security threats from the TPA. The search returned numerous articles, but 64 articles
were carefully chosen that were highly related to our review. Ten articles were used
to write the introduction section, 11 were related to the existing reviews/surveys on
the security of cloud computing, 16 articles were related to the security requirements,
vulnerabilities, and threats, and 37 articles were used to describe the recapitulation of TPA
studied methods including PPM. These state-of-the-art articles have given deep insights
into the vulnerabilities, including the elements of security requirements.
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3. Related Reviews/Surveys

In this section, existing state-of-the-art reviews/surveys are discussed. Most of the
existing reviews/surveys focused on the field of intrusion detection and prevention systems
in cloud computing. For instance, ref. [11] presented a systematic review on intrusion
detection and prevention systems (IDPS) and alarm management techniques.

The authors of [12] put forward a comprehensive taxonomy on intrusion detection
and prevention systems for cloud computing. In [13], the authors presented the cloud
intrusion detection system (IDS) and intrusion detection and prevent system frameworks
in a comprehensive review of the challenges of intrusion detection/prevention system in
cloud computing. In [14], the authors suggested a taxonomy on the open-research issues in
the field of intrusion detection systems that use computational intelligence (CI) methods
in a (mobile) cloud environment. The authors of [15] presented a review of cloud-based
intrusion detection systems concerning their various types, positioning, detection time,
detection techniques, data source, and attacks. Other articles focused on the infrastructure
as a service (IaaS) model, where multitenancy is an option to reduce the cost of hosting.
In [16], the authors put forward a review on the current issues that could emerge from
multitenancy and then proposed solutions to mitigate them. In [17], the authors presented
a survey on the impact of multitenancy when it comes to cloud forensics challenges and
solutions. In [18], the authors suggested a systematic review of scheduling approaches on
multitenancy scheduling approaches in cloud platforms. In [19], the authors presented a
loophole in data security in cloud computing when a guest OS is run over a hypervisor
without knowing the reliability of the guest OS. The authors of [20] brought forward a
survey consisting of the classification of the state-of-the-art methods on data replication
schemes and their open issues.

The authors of [21] surveyed the methods, products, and challenges and reviewed
the masking practices for outsourced data based on data splitting and anonymization,
in addition to cryptographic techniques covered in other surveys. In [22], the authors
presented a survey focusing on privacy-preserving approaches in cloud computing, such
as writing the policies, permissions, access rights, and additionally fragmenting and
reconstructing data and anonymizing data. Our proposed survey particularly focuses on
the privacy-preserving models for avoiding malicious actions from TPAs. As shown in
Table 1, various review papers discussed different aspects of security in cloud computing.

Table 1. Summary of the contributions of existing surveys/reviews.

Existing Reviews/ Survey Summary Scope and Focus

[11–15] Review of intrusion detection and prevention systems
(IDPS) in cloud computing

These papers cover the intrusion detec-
tion and prevention systems (IDPS)

[16–18] Review of the cloud vulnerabilities from the multite-
nancy perspective

The authors mainly cover multitenancy
threats

[19,20] Comprehensive reviews are conducted on the data secu-
rity from the cloud computing perspective.

The authors cover data security

[21,22] Privacy preserving models and protocols are surveyed
in the cloud computing

These papers cover privacy-preserving
in cloud computing

Our proposed survey This survey presents the privacy-preservation-focused
TPA approaches, vulnerabilities, and potential threats in
the cloud computing environment

Focus on cloud computing adopting a
third-party auditor

4. Vulnerabilities, and Potential Threats
4.1. TPA-Based Cloud Vulnerabilities

Encrypting data on the cloud is necessary while avoiding considerable processing
overhead. Many organizations are leaning towards cloud-based IT solutions because of the
multiple benefits that cloud computing affords. Nevertheless, before making use of cloud
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computing, cloud clients should be aware of potential vulnerabilities (Figure 2) that might
mutate cloud clients’ hopes of increasing scalability and decreasing coordination cost into
a misery of misuse and data breaches [23]. Therefore, the security issues associated with
cloud adoption should be considered. The most common vulnerabilities effecting TPAs are
given as follows:

• Loss of control;
• Lack of trust (mechanisms).

Figure 2. Security requirements, vulnerabilities, and threats.

4.1.1. Loss of Control

When clients/users lose their authority over their resources stored on the servers of
the cloud service provider (CSP), a loss of control occurs [24]. A deficiency in authentication
and authorization placed by the service providers contributes to bigger security risks and
concerns. Most of the cloud services providers do not provide data encryption for the data
at rest. As a result, the data cannot be safeguarded if a data breach occurs at the cloud
service provider side [25].

Let us consider the server Sc in the CSP and clients C = {C1, C2, . . . , Ck} that use the ser-
vices S = {S1, S2, . . . , Sk}. We take the security requirements Rse = {Rse1, Rse2, . . . , Rse−n}
to impose on the server. Thus, the risk Rp,q can be referred to as Rp,q, for 1 ≤ p ≤ k and
1 ≤ q ≤ n that has a security requirements Sp for the clients. We let PSq, for 1 ≤ q ≤ n, be
the probability that the server loses the control to meet the security requirements. The loss
of control ∀γ be determined as:

∀γ = ∑
1≤q≤n

Rp,q × PSq (1)

4.1.2. Lack of Trust (Mechanisms)

Trust is one of the important aspects for maintaining quality. Trust is faith or confidence
in the cloud services delivered by the CSP [26]. Trust permits the clients to use the service
in the cloud without any panic.

To reinforce the confidence of the clients, it is necessary to build trust among clients,
TPA, and CSP. The problem is a lack of trust for data storage on the servers of the clouds
for clients. Furthermore, most organizations store their private and sensitive information
on cloud servers. If a CSP reliably provides the services, then there is the possibility that
a TPA might play a role as a malicious adversary when auditing the services. There is
the possibility that the TPA might share the private and sensitive data to other unknown
parties to harm the legitimate owners of the data. Thus, there is a need to build a trust
model to deal with the lack of trust of the clients. The trust model based on time factor is
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considered as feedback. If the feedback is older, it is considered to be of a lower weight,
whereas newer feedback is counted as having a higher weight. Thus, the feedback of the
client can be determined as:

C f e =
1

1 + ω(t− Tδ)
0 < σ (2)

where ω is used for the faster time decay, δ is the feedback received from the clients, t is
the time during which feedback received from the clients, T is the time during which the
CSP gives the feedback to clients, and σ is the slower time decay.

TPA takes the responsibility to evaluate and authenticate the client while maintaining
privacy preservation depicted in Figure 3. This is carried out because the actions taken by
the TPA could be malicious for the client and CSP.

Figure 3. Evaluation and authentication of the client through CPS.

Cloud clients should be aware of the following seven issues.

• Privileged user access;
• Regulatory compliance;
• Data location;
• Data segregation;
• Recovery;
• Investigative support;
• Long-term viability.

4.2. TPA-Based Cloud Threats

Several security requirements are violated because of the diverse attacks that target
cloud computing as depicted in Figure 2.

4.2.1. Collusion Threats

This type of threat consist of a form of attack known as collusive malicious feedback
that is created by malicious cloud clients who misuse feedbacks to tamper with trust model
outcomes. Collusion attacks exist in three forms:

• Self-promoting: malicious cloud clients falsely promote a specific cloud service
provider by recording remarkable positive feedback;

• Slandering: malicious cloud clients defame a specific cloud service provider by send-
ing remarkable negative feedback;

• Occasional collusion feedback attack: this kind of attack occurs when a remarkable
negative or positive feedback is occasionally entered by malicious cloud clients.

4.2.2. Sybil Threats

This type of attack is launched by malicious cloud clients utilizing several identities to
tamper with test outcomes. Various counterfeit ratings are generated by malicious cloud
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clients utilizing low product value in which products are purchased in short time. This
type of attack can be categorized as:

• Self-promoting: this is also known as a ballot-stuffing attack. In this attack, significant
positive feedback is added by malicious cloud clients to promote a specific cloud
service provider;

• Slandering: another name of this attack is bad-mouthing. This attack is launched by
malicious cloud clients to defame a specific cloud service provider using significant
negative ratings.

• Occasional Sybil feedback attack: in this attack, significant amounts of negative or
positive feedback are entered occasionally by malicious cloud client to either promote
or defame a specific cloud service provider.

4.2.3. ON OFF Threat or Intoxication Threat

Malicious cloud clients adjust their behaviors either to act as harmful or harmless users.
More specifically, the cloud client initially performs ordinarily until gaining trust, then the
client begins to misbehave. Regrettably, this type of misbehavior is hard to detect. This
deficiency is derived from peer-to-peer network and is known as the dynamic personality
of peers. This attack can be resolved using a forgetting factor approach.

4.2.4. Discrimination Threat

Discrimination attacks occur when distinct qualities of services are afforded from
cloud service providers to cloud clients. This attack jeopardizes cloud service providers’
trust because various ratings are provided by clients as a result of this attack. Mitigating or
preventing this attack is a difficult task to accomplish.

4.2.5. Newcomer or Reentry Threat

This attack is carried out by a previous client who has been terminated due to unethical
behavior and who reenters the domain with a new identification. Reentry or newcomer
attack can be mitigated/prevented by contrasting credential records utilizing the client
location and then using the location as a unique ID.

5. Recapitulation of TPA Studied Methods
5.1. Privacy-Preserving Model (PPM)

These models as indicated in Table 2 are paramount for protecting the privacy of the
data and information.

5.1.1. Security and Privacy For Storage

Wei et al. [27] proposed a protocol to protect and audit the integrity of cloud data.
The authors improved the RSA algorithm to audit client’s data and avoid revealing data
contents. This protocol supports data dynamics operations, including: deletion, modifica-
tion, and insertion. The proposed approach consists of three components: cloud clients,
TPA, and cloud service providers. The cloud clients might have a considerable amount of
data that can be stored and retrieved; the cloud service providers can store clients’ data
and provide the data when clients want to retrieve it at a low-cost price; and the TPA is
skillful in affording efficient and unbiased auditing. Generally speaking, cloud service
providers should not be trusted. Therefore, CSPs can be trusted through TPAs’ services.
However, cloud clients must be cautioned when they share their sensitive information with
a coexisting TPA. The authors propose the following five algorithms to encrypt the data
using RSA and then to apply the auditing mechanism:

• “KeyGenÓ: this algorithm is utilized by the cloud client to generate the public key
encryption pair (i.e., the public key and the private key);

• ÒOutsourceÓ: this algorithm is also employed by the cloud client to transfer the data
to the CSP;
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• ÒAuditÓ: this algorithm is utilized by the TPA to transmit the audited query to the
CSP;

• ÒProveÓ: this algorithm is employed by the CSP once the audit query is received
from the TPA. Subsequently, the CSP uses the stored data to generate a proof;

• ÒVerifyÓ: this algorithm is utilized by the TPA once the proof is received. The purpose
of this algorithm is to check if the proof is correct and not using the public key.

The performance of the proposed protocol is evaluated using two metrics: the compu-
tation and the communication costs. At the CSP, the computation cost is calculated through
measuring the time that the protocol needs to prove the processed data. This measurement
takes into consideration three components: the block size, the length of the audit query,
and the time interval of authentication information. On the other hand, the communication
cost measures the interplay between the TPA and the CSP. The element used to measure
this interaction is the proof transmitted from the CSP to the TPA.

Table 2. Recapitulation based on the key schemes .

Method KEY-GEN SIG-GEN GEN-PROOF Verify-PROOF Homomorphic Linear Authenticator Bilinear Signature Symmetric Key Data Security Generating Signature

SPS [27] X X X
PPPAS [28] X X X X

PPA [29] X X X X X
SEPPPA [30] X X X X

DPVPPM [31] X
EPASS [32] X X X X
RSASS [33] X
TSAS [34] X

ESTTP [35] X

5.1.2. PANDA Public Auditing (PPA)

Wang et al. [29] proposed a public auditing approach to secure data storage using a
TPA and a modern ciphertext. The proposed approach utilized modern cipher cryptogra-
phy instead of the encryption to enable secure communication between cloud clients and
TPAs. This approach provides two services: storage and data integrity.

In this approach, the outsourced data do not have to be copied by the TPA to perform
audits. This method also includes five algorithms. Outsourcing data occurs at the cloud
client by encrypting the new ciphertext. Subsequently, the auditing procedure utilizes the
following five algorithms:

• ”KeyGen”: the purpose of this algorithm is to generate keys for the cloud client and
the TPA;

• “SigGen”: this algorithm is utilized by the TPA to generate the verification metadata;
• “GenProof”: the cloud service provider uses this algorithm to inspect the storage

correctness of data and to generate the data state’s proof;
• “VerifyProof”: this algorithm is utilized by the TPA to verify the evidence correctness

provided by the CSP.

The following steps clarify how the proposed algorithms are implemented. The owner
key is created after encryption by the cloud client utilizing the “KeyGen” algorithm.
Subsequently, the cloud client transmits the key along with the processed data via a private
channel. On the other hand, the TPA utilizes the “KeyGen” algorithm to generate the
challenge key and the “SigGen” algorithm to verify the key. Then, the processed data
are encrypted by the TPA to create the crypto-metadata; these metadata are eventually
transmitted to the CSP.

For auditing purposes, a challenge is transmitted by the TPA to the CSP utilizing
the challenge key. Thereafter, an audit key is created utilizing the “GenProof” algorithm
and transmitted to the TPA. Once the audit key is received by the TPA, the TPA uses the
“VerifyProof” algorithm to verify the key’s validity in comparison to the verification key,
in order to verify the stored data’s integrity.

The authors evaluated their proposed method performance using three metrics: stor-
age, computation costs, and communication costs. The proposed approach achieved low
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complexity compared with other related approaches because it adopted a light symmetric
encryption algorithm, known as an advanced encryption standard (AES), on a bilinear
map. The authors proved that their approach can have shorter auditing requests than
the communication lengths that appeared in other related works based on bilinear maps.
The storage cost has been also evaluated in comparison to the costs of other related work
utilizing bilinear maps; its efficiency in terms of storage costs was thereby proven.

5.1.3. Privacy-Preserving Public Auditing (PPPAS)

Hussien et al. [28] proposed a privacy-preserving public auditing approach to secure
cloud storage. This approach is considered the pioneer of public auditing because it is
one of the oldest methods that is implemented to preserve data privacy using this type
of auditing. The authors also introduced an approach based on homomorphic linear
authenticator (HLA) for data privacy-preserving. The HLA utilizes keys to audit using
arbitrary masking.

Another privacy-preserving auditing approach is proposed by Anbuchelian et al. [36].
The purpose of this method is to ensure that the TPA is denied from accessing the contents
of the audited data. The authors evaluated the performance of the proposed approach and
found that the proposed approach is an ideal solution for privacy preservation.

5.1.4. Secure and Efficient Privacy-Preserving Public Auditing (SEPPPA) Protocol

An auditing approach that depends on the TPA audit alone (i.e., with no need to
use all of the data) was presented by Pavithra et al. [30]. This approach utilizes batches
for auditing and for preserving privacy and integrity. The authors utilized the bilinear
map for data encryption [37]. The proposed protocol employs four algorithms: “KeyGen”,
ÒSigGenÓ, ÒProofGenÓ, and ÒVerifyProofÓ. The “KeyGen” algorithm is used by the
cloud client to generate a pair of keys. One is a public key that is obtainable by the auditing
entities; however, the authorized TPAs are the only parties that are allowed to use it for
auditing. In the second, a private key is generated for the cloud client. The ÒSigGenÓ
algorithm is utilized to generate signatures for the outsourced files. The ÒProofGenÓ
algorithm is employed by the CSP to generate integrity proof after receiving the chal-
lenge [38]. The ÒVerifyProofÓ algorithm is used by the TPA to verify data integrity by
utilizing the public key of the CSP. The proposed approach is evaluated by measuring the
computation and communication overhead. To evaluate the message exchange complexity
of the proposed method, the authors took into consideration three main factors: challenge-
response auditing, data outsourcing, and data retrieval [39]. It is known that both the
retrieval and outsourcing overhead is unavoidable; therefore, the authors concentrated on
the challenge-response overhead. Thus, it was deduced that the complexity of the system
is constant [40].

5.1.5. Privacy-Preserving Public Auditing for Shared Cloud Data

Kundu et al. [41] also introduced an approach that can be performed by the TPA to
audit the shared data integrity. Data can be audited with no need to store all of the data
in the cloud. This method prevents the public verifier from revealing the private identity
information of the group member.

To evaluate the performance, the authors measured both the public auditing and
dynamic groups. In the dynamic groups, the original user is the responsible party of
distributing the private key to new users. Once a specific user is revoked, a re-signing
mechanism takes place to avoid downloading all of the shared data again by the revoked
user. In active groups, the signers’ identities are protected, and the data integrity is audited
publicly. The private key is shared securely to group members using dynamic broadcasts
capable of encryption. New users can be added to the group, whereas revoking a user
requires proxy signatures. This approach forces the TPA to consume more time and
bandwidth in order to accomplish a low error detection rate. The major characteristic of
this approach is its high-dynamic group efficiency.
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Wang et al. [42] proposed a method that helps the TPA to perform various auditing
tasks. This method is based on a bilinear aggregate signature. One advantage of this
approach is its ability to cope with data dynamic remote integrity check. Another ad-
vantage is its capability of carrying out various tasks of public auditing simultaneously.
The proposed approach handles multiclient data batch auditing with the help of the BLS
signature technique and the Merkle hash tree algorithm. This method provides a valid
settlement that facilitates public auditability and enables data dynamics. The keys are
produced, and proof is verified by the TPA for both the server and client sides.

5.1.6. Comments on Privacy-Preserving Public Auditing Mechanisms for Shared
Cloud Data

Wang [43] discussed the possibility of forgery attacks and data corruption attacks,
and in a follow-up work, Wu et al. [44] discussed methods to overcome these issues. The au-
diting proof contains a set of identifiers which the TPA fails to confirm with the user. As a
result, false verification is possible. Fake auditing is also possible from an active adversary
utilizing data corruption and generating false auditing to pass verification. To avoid these
vulnerabilities, additional steps are added, and the mechanism is modified. These steps
involve the setup phase, signing phase, proof generation, and proof verification. This paper
also shows the performance analysis to compare their results with the original scheme.

5.1.7. Third Party Auditor: A Potential Solution for Securing a Cloud Environment

Wu et al. [44] presented a technique to recognize malicious insiders in cloud comput-
ing. Another feature of the proposed method is its ability to prevent or mitigate various
cloud computing attacks. The authors evaluated their proposed solution using a successful
prevention rate of malicious access attempts.

5.1.8. Privacy-Preserving Model: A New Scheme for Auditing Cloud Stakeholders

This scheme aims to ensure the privacy and security of the TPA. A study by Wu et al. [44]
discussed the potential vulnerabilities of a triangle authentication process by analyzing
the data privacy issues and providing a solution to eliminate the threats. The PPM model
was developed to audit the stakeholders in the cloud. An experiment was performed
to show a malicious insider in TPA and the authentication process in the cloud service
provider. The main parameters observed were the effectiveness, operational efficiency,
successful rate, and reliability of CSP. This method protects the user’s outsourced data in
the cloud [45].

5.1.9. Cloud Data Integrity Using a Designated Public Verifier

A public verifier is presented by Razaque et al. [31] to examine the auditing process
and to assure confidentiality and data integrity. The proposed approach composed of three
components: cloud service provider, cloud service user, and public verifier. Computation
services are derived from requirements of users and carried out by cloud service providers.
Furthermore, end-to-end communication is executed utilizing secure socket layers to
protect data privacy. Moreover, the proposed approach performs privacy-preserving for
auditing purposes. The only issue with this approach is the reduction of the TPA efficiency
when the number of users increases. The reason for this reduction is the increase in
malicious users when the TPA carries out auditing.

5.1.10. Based on Homomorphic Nonlinear Authenticator

The authors of [46] introduced a data possession scheme to verify data integrity in
cloud storage. The proposed approach established a homomorphic authenticator using an
attribute-based signature. Three parties are involved in this approach; namely, the cloud
storage server, the cloud client, and the TPA. This approach relies on a verifier-independent
and stateless cloud storage server. Some privacy strategy is implicitly contained within the
homomorphic authenticator. Nobody can check data integrity until the attributed strategy
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is satisfied by that person. The data owner can generate a delegation key but generating
that key fails in subsequent tasks. The party responsible for verifying the data is the TPA if
the public key is available; however, in that case, the server is untrusted [47]. Access to
applications on the server can be granted by digital signatures granted by a cyclic-group
system. This approach provides perfect resistance and vigorous anonymity. However,
there still lies an issue with this approach; namely, the data of clients are still at risk if the
TPA is not trustworthy [48].

5.1.11. Based on the Proxy Re-Signature Scheme

Erway et al. [49] presented a technique to protect cloud storage and to conceal users’
data from the TPA. This approach relies on random masking and a homomorphic nonlinear
authenticator to prevent TPAs from learning any users’ data while auditing. Nonlinear
blocks are used to implement random masking; this mechanism is then sent to clients in
the server’s response. For that reason, it is impossible for the TPA to reveal the user’s
data. Shrinivas et al. [32] presented a similar approach for public auditing. This method
provides various services: storage consistency, public auditing, batch auditing, and privacy
preservation. The following three algorithms were introduced to validate the proposed
approach:

• Token precomputation is the aim of the first algorithm;
• To measure accuracy, location errors, and verification, the second algorithm is pre-

sented;
• Error recovery is achieved with the help of the third algorithm.

To check storage correctness and privacy preserving, it is required to provide consis-
tent security throughout batch auditing.

To reduce the computation overhead caused by a large number of users when data au-
thenticators are generated, a cloud-based auditing scheme is proposed by Wang et al. [50].
A third-party medium is utilized to perform the operations, and the privacy of that medium
is protected by using simple operations. The scheme consists of six steps, which are: algo-
rithm Setup, DataBlind, AuthGen, AuthVerify, Recovery and ProofGen, and ProofVerify.
The performance analysis is performed based on computation overhead and computation
complexity. Data privacy protection is achieved with this scheme only for acceptable com-
munication overhead. This scheme also sets an expiration period for each authentication to
protect privacy.

5.2. Elaborated Key Exchange Algorithm Based on RSA
5.2.1. RSA Based Storage Security

This method is composed of two stages [33]: the first is the integrity stage, while
the second is the setup stage. Security is constantly monitored. This technique relies
primarily on the PDP for accomplishing storage correctness. With the help of this method,
the misbehaving servers are identified, and the dynamic operations are achieved. Variable
and large file sizes can be attached with a signature signed by this method. In addition,
the shared data integrity is regularly checked to verify the possession of the files. This
approach operations can be carried out in real time. Moreover, this method can significantly
improve the security of data storage.

5.2.2. Novel Third Party Auditor Scheme

This method consists of two phases [51]; the first relates to the communication between
the cloud client and the server, and the second phase relates to the communication between
the cloud server and the organization server.

The data files are stored at the cloud server upon the user’s request. Unique keys
are generated and stored from the data files, and the keys are then sent to the end-user.
Subsequently, cloud clients reformat and encrypt the data utilizing the secret key and send
them to the server. Once the data file is received, the cloud client unique identification
would be retrieved by the storage server.
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The second stage (i.e., regarding the communication between the cloud server and the
organization server) consists of the following phases:

• System setup: this phase facilitates both the cloud server and the organization server
to identify each other. Thereafter, unique identifiers are given to storage servers,
which prove their identities in the cloud.

• Key or information exchanges: in case some information is updated in any server, this
server should send the update to the other servers in the cloud. This is also the case
when an update of the keys occurred in the cloud server, and the cloud server must
inform the organization’s server.

5.3. Based on Diffie-Hellman
Data Privacy by Authenticating and Secret Sharing (PASS)

Secret sharing is utilized to protect data privacy and security. This mechanism uses
public key cryptography to provide cloud data with both privacy and authentication. This
approach increases the cost of transmission and avoids storing the secret key. The secret
key is protected except if the client’s device is compromised. To deal with this challenge,
a secure cloud computing mechanism based on symmetric bivariate polynomial-based
secret sharing and Elliptical curve Diffie-Hellman (ECDH) can be developed.

• Symmetric bivariate polynomial-based sharing: two types of sharing are supported,
a symmetric-based sharing and an asymmetric-based sharing. Therefore, to develop
secure cloud computing, symmetric bivariate-base sharing is adopted to use informa-
tive feature symmetric properties.

• Elliptic curve Diffie-Hellman (ECDH): this protocol is used because it has most of the
capabilities that the elliptic cure discrete algorithm has and is less complex than the
multiplicative group algorithm.

The authors proposed two secure cloud computing methods. A trusted third party
(TTP) is required in the first method, whereas one is not required in the second method.
The second type can be expanded to incorporate multiserve secure cloud computing
(MSCC). This type consists of the following three stages for establishing the key: the mutual
authentication stage, the key sharing stage, and the key recovery stage. In the first method,
the key establishment contains the following two stages: the mutual authentication stage
and the key recovery stage. The major advantage of this method is its ability to mutually
authenticate clients and servers.

Another advantage of this approach is that it employs the symmetric encryption for the
interaction between the client and the cloud server instead of the public key cryptosystem.
Thus, the overhead of sharing information between the cloud client and the cloud server is
minimal compared to the approaches that rely on public key cryptography. Furthermore,
the proposed approach goes through the security analysis and proves its robustness against
obtaining the key, even if the client’s device is compromised.

5.4. Based on Proof of Retrievability
5.4.1. Proof of Ownership and Retrievability (PoOR) Using Homomorphic Verifiable Tags

Cloud computing has an issue that must be resolved, which is related to duplicate
information and the proof of retrieving information in environments in which both the
server and client are not fully trustworthy. Yan et al. [52] proposed an approach to address
this issue, which was based on proofs of ownership and retrievability (PoOR). The cloud
clients can prove they are the owner of the transmitted records with no need to send the
documents to the server.

The authors combined three cryptography methods to develop a scalable, secure,
and fine-grained access control technique for cloud-outsourced information. The three
cryptography methods are proxy re-encryption (PRE), key policy attribute-based encryp-
tion (KP-ABE), and lazy re-encryption.
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5.4.2. Optimized Proof of Retrievability Scheme

Zheng et al. [53] proposed an approach using two independents cloud servers. The first
cloud server is utilized for auditing, and the second cloud server is employed for storage.
The capacity of the audit server is decreased. Furthermore, the verification of files saved in
cloud storage is accomplished remotely by the audit server. Remote data integrity can be
achieved using an efficient verification approach that protects against reset attacks. It is
also necessary to impose a massive computation overhead on the cloud client. The proof of
retrievability (PoR) approach supports such dynamics.

However, the tags must be computed prior to uploading them. In addition to this,
these techniques do not provide a full protection against reset attacks. The reset attack can
be triggered at the upload stage by the cloud storage.

The following three distinctive entities form the system architecture:

• Client: an individual or organization that owns data files to transmit to the cloud;
• Cloud storage servers (CSS): the CSP coordinates some entities known as CSSs that

utilize cloud audit servers to check integrity;
• Cloud audit server (CAS): when the clients request to access services, the TPA accesses

services instead of clients because it has the capabilities and expertise to be trusted.

5.4.3. Secure Certificateless Private Verification (SCLPV)

Certificate-less verification is utilized by [54] to verify cloud clients’ storage. The phys-
ical paradigm is integrated into the cyber paradigm using the cyber physical system (CPS);
thus, elements of these two paradigms can exchange information. Another system, e.g., cy-
ber physical social system (CPSS), includes a social entity associated with it. The proposed
approach utilized a proof of retrievability (PoR) method for public verification, which
proves its efficiency in proving all the verification tasks successfully.

The major feature of the proposed approach is its ability to prevent malicious auditors.
However, the more threats occur, the more the verification overhead increases, and multiple
verification methods cannot be properly implemented.

5.5. Based on Erasure Correcting Code
5.5.1. Layered Interleaving Technique

• Third party auditor:
Delegated data auditing should not be able to lead to the obtaining of clients’ data
content. The cloud server verification attributes should be sent by the client in an
encrypted and secure manner.

• Cloud service provider:
This entity consists of resources and has a specific expertise in constructing and
coordinating distributed cloud storage servers. Cloud computing systems are owned
and operated by the CSP. Furthermore, a CSP can lease the cloud computing systems.

• Security analysis:
Step 1: Creating a challenge token: The client precomputes some verification tokens
and sends them to different servers once the file is stored in the cloud. Each server
signs the token and transmits it back to the client, so that the client can have a
handshaking response for that data that has been stored in the cloud.
Step 2: Correctness verification: The correctness of distributed storage is not only
specified by the response challenge transmitted from the server, but it can also be
verified from a secure server.
Step 3: Data recovery: the data retrieved from the server can be defined as either
affected or not affected by malicious users in this step.

5.5.2. Privacy Negotiation Language (PNL) Based on Description Logic

Vigorous cloud services are brought to clients; however, clients’ confidential data
might still be at risk. Thus, preserving privacy and assuring clients’ data correctness are
paramount tasks [55]. Some techniques have been introduced to prevent or mitigate security
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weaknesses. An approach based on privacy negotiation language (PNL) is proposed to
agree upon privacy property between the cloud server and the cloud client. The proposed
approach can preserve clients’ data privacy and protect it from being illegally distributed
by the service provider. A new technique is presented to protect clients from malicious
data modification attacks, Byzantine failure, and server colluding attacks. This technique
can also ensure users’ stored data correctness. The proposed method’s iterating frequency
is finite; however, it presents an efficient solution and carries out a dynamic data operation.

Providing public auditing is a significant mission to accomplish for stored data in
CS. This task can be achieved by utilizing audit reports generated from TPAs. These
reports facilitate the evaluation of risks which consumers may encounter when using cloud
data services. The reports also help the CSP to guarantee its functionality and to handle
security risks.

5.6. Audit and Feedback Scheme
Securing the Cloud Storage Audit Scheme

Some researchers proposed some approaches to address the limitations accompanied
with third-party protocols. One of the proposed approaches uses feedback as its main
functionality. In some situations, TPAs are considered semitrusted or otherwise potentially
malicious parties. Furthermore, not all TPAs are independent and reliable. TPAs and CSPs
might conspire to allow the verification and to conceal corrupted incidents in a specific
CSP. Zhang et al. [56] introduced a distributed edge differential privacy (DEDP) technique
to help clients to check the integrity of stored data themselves instead of relying on TPAs’
services. This approach also helps clients to use a feedback-based audit mechanism instead
of communicating with the CSP.

The proposed technique composed of the following four stages: set up, release plan,
execution plan, and review plan. An aggregate feedback algorithm is employed by the
TPA to allow clients to revoke and invoke it. The following aspect should be established
when using the feedback-based auditing mechanism: the client can authenticate changes if
the TPA modifies the date, owner, or perform the specified computational audit work.

The proposed method can protect the client’s data privacy from malicious TPAs. Fur-
thermore, the access of malicious TPAs can be revoked by the client. This method can
prevent both frame and collude attacks. This protocol is not computationally expensive,
and the client can perform the final verification work. The TPA role is restricted to execut-
ing proofs and combining feedback. Executing proofs is required to perform the response
concerning computing technique. Furthermore, the processed data are continuously trans-
mitted by the TPA to the server. The authors evaluate the time complexity of their approach
to explore the number of sampled blocks that effect the audit plan. The client performs the
final verification work.

5.7. Based on Oruta and Knox Approach
5.7.1. Secure Digital Signature Scheme

Three auditing schemes can be vulnerable to active adversary attacks when clients
share data in the cloud. These auditing schemes include the distributed storage integrity
auditing technique and public auditing specified for nonmanager shared data known as
Oruta and Knox. These shortcomings were discussed in [57], and their discussion include
the following steps:

• Oruta analysis;
• Knox analysis;
• A security problem solution.

Information stored in the cloud should be protected. Usually, clients store data
utilizing internet service providers (ISPs), which is in this situation considered as a third
party. The government can easily access client information stored on cloud services that
use third party ISPs.
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5.7.2. Based on Bilinearity Property

• Third party storage audit service

Cloud servers host the clients’ data; the stored data can be remotely retrieved. The re-
trieval of data by a remote client can expose the service to security challenges. The authors
of [34,58] discussed in detail the challenges and clarified the importance of deploying secure
and efficient approaches to address these challenges. Subsequently, they used a third-party
storage audit service (TSAS) to compare the cloud computing security challenges.

The following properties are of paramount significance and can enable auditing
protocols to accomplish the tasks that are designated for:

- Data confidentiality;
- Dynamic auditing;
- Batch auditing.

Furthermore, two important metrics that any auditing protocol should obey are the
processing and communication costs. Thus, the trade-off between security and performing
tasks in an efficient manner is very significant.

5.7.3. Based on Consensus Assessments Initiative Questionnaire (CAIQ)

• Utilizing third party auditing to manage trust in the cloud:

Zhu et al. [59] presented an approach in order to manage cloud computing trust.
This approach utilizes a consensus initiative questionnaire (CAIQ) as its building block.
The proposed approach contains various security domains. Each security domain has
different security controls that have diverse restrictions. The CAIQ was prepared by the
cloud service alliance (CSA).

Once the response is received, a validation process is applied at the top-level security
domains (TPSD). Moreover, various security validation (SCV) mechanisms are deployed by
TPAs. Mapping takes place between the SCV and TPSD to be able to process the auditing.
This technique helps cloud clients select the preferable CSP.

5.7.4. Based on Encryption and Secret Key

• A trusted third party based encryption scheme for ensuring data confidentiality in
cloud environment:

The aim of this approach is to create stable encryption key management to enhance the
stability of cloud computing. The data are encrypted by the cloud client using symmetric
encryption. Additionally, a database of secret keys is preserved by the TTP. The provision
of security for cloud computing entities is achieved with the help of shelf protocols.

The TTP module consists of the following four phases: the possession of the secret key,
the acquisition of the public key certificates, the exchange of the secret key, and clients’ data
verification. Once the encryption using this approach takes place, the data confidentiality
is guaranteed, and the computational complexity is decreased [35].

Sharma et al. [60] utilized four algorithms to encrypt data in cloud computing to assure
cloud data storage security. The used algorithms are: advanced encryption standards (AES),
secure hash algorithm-1 (SHA-1), and two-user defined algorithm. AES uses a single key to
encrypt and decrypt the data. The used key comes with the following different sizes: 128,
192, and 256 bits. AES is highly secure and computationally inexpensive. This encryption
technique has an advantage in which the key has to be shared between the user and the
cloud. Thus, the secrecy of the symmetric key might be compromised [61].

SHA-1 is one of well-known cryptographic algorithms used to generate a twenty-byte
hash. The length of the message digest produced by SHA-1 is 160 bytes. The algorithm
is highly efficient; however, the client has to use a key that matches the specified set of
attributes to be able to retrieve the data.

The user-defined algorithms are used to verify correctness and to locate and recover
from errors.
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5.7.5. Based on a Centralized Approach

• A centralized trust model approach for cloud computing

Kaur et al. [62] introduced a trust model to rate cloud service providers. The authors
discussed objective trust versus subjective trust. Subsequently, they proposed to use a
third party auditor for cloud service providers rating purposes to provide scores for their
services. Furthermore, the end user should provide a feedback in the form of a score to the
CSP. Thus, trust is maintained between the cloud client and the CSP.

5.8. Based on Computational Intelligence

• A Three-layer privacy preserving cloud storage scheme based on computational
intelligence in fog computing:

In this scheme [63], a three-layer storage framework that takes advantage of com-
putational intelligence is proposed. The Hash–Solomon algorithm is designed, which
divides the data into several parts. Privacy is preserved by storing a small portion of data
in different places; namely the cloud server, fog server, and a local machine. Tests are
performed on different sizes of data; encoding and decoding are also carried out for privacy
purposes. Theoretical analyses and efficiency analyses are performed to prove that storage
efficiency is increased by utilizing this scheme. Privacy is ensured by encoding procedures
on each server. Maximum efficiency is achieved with the designed efficiency index [64].

TPA classifications according to requirements is shown in Table 3 and the classifica-
tions based on security methods are depicted in Figure 4.

Figure 4. TPA Classification based on the Security Methods.
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Table 3. TPA classification by requirements.

Security Model Security Requirements Threats Advantages

SPS [27] • Third party auditing • TPA somehow trusted • Cost efficient
• Supports data dynamics • Cost not low enough • Practical for cloud systems on large scales
• Supports privacy-preserving public auditing • Considers vulnerabilities of dynamic data
• Use of private channels to relay information • Communication overhead

PPA [37] • Third party auditing • TPA used as an intermediary • Cost efficient
• Supports data dynamics to send encrypted data • Practical for cloud systems on a large scale
• Double block transportation • Hidden server failure • TPA does not need a local copy of data
• Supports privacy-preserving public auditing

PPPAS [39] • Third party auditing • Relies on TPA • TPA does not need a local copy of data
• Supports batch auditing • Identification of invalid response
• Supports privacy-preserving public auditing • Support for dynamic data

SEPPPA [40] • Third party auditing • TPA somehow trusted • TPA does not need a local copy of data
• Supports batch auditing • Pioneer in privacy-preserving schemes for cloud
• Supports privacy-preserving public auditing

PPPASCD [41] • The proxy re-signature scheme is used for outsourcing the updated operations • TPA consumes more time • Highly efficient for dynamic groups
• The private key is shared between the group’s shared data for computing signatures. and bandwidth to achieve • Public auditability and data are dynamic
• Encryption is conducted by dynamic broadcast; high error detection probability for a remote data integrity check
to distribute the private key to the active group members securely

MPPA [43] • possibility of a forgery attack and data corruption attack • False verification is possible • Adversary attacks are minimized
• Setup phase, signing phase, proof generation, and verification compared to the original scheme

SCETPA [44] • An auditing protocol for ensuring the integrity of the third-party • The public verifier • Malicious insiders and threats are reduced
auditor using the time-released session keys is not trusted • Data privacy is protected
• It also uses the PPM technique
• It ensures integrity using time-bounded session keys

PPMACS [45] • Analyze the various vulnerabilities in data stored in the cloud by securing the TPA • The malicious insider in TPA • The effective authentication process
• Effectiveness, operational efficiency, and reliability are measured for auditing stakeholders

DPVPPM [31] • Data security scheme is utilized for the public verifier to • Multiple auditing is • Efficiency and reliability are much improved
Audit the data of the cloud user • Computational burden is reduced
• It uses privacy-preserving model technique not supported
• A designated public verifier is a trusted entity such as TPA

DPS [46] • To check the data integrity, an attribute-based signature • Cloud storage server • Maintains strong anonymity in
is utilized to construct a homomorphic authenticator. cannot be trusted the cloud environment
• cloud storage server is stateless and verifier independent • TPA should be trustworthy • Good resistance
• TPA has the public key, and it acts as a verifier

PPACSS [49] • Uses homomorphic nonlinear authenticator, and a random masking technique • A local copy of the data can • UserÕs outsourced data is secured in the cloud
• Security consistency is required for batch auditing to secure the be presented in the TPA • TPA achieves better efficiency while
correctness of the stored data. performing multiple auditing tasks
• The short signature scheme is used for
the auditing protocol and the public auditing

RSASS [33] • RSA algorithm is used to generate the signature for handling large data files • TPA has the private key • Supports dynamic operation and identifies
• It is mainly based on a provable data possession which could be unsafe misbehaving servers in the cloud
scheme to achieve storage correctness • Greatly improves data storage
• Security is constantly maintained security in cloud computing.
• Generates signature which can be used for files of large and different size

NTPA [51] • RSA: used for encryption algorithm and Bilinear Diffie-Hellman: used • Data storage security • Reduces computing complexity
to secure the keys while exchanging them • Assuring confidentiality
Bilinear Diffie-Hellman is the proper method to exchange keys which allows two • Authentication is secured
entities to share secret keys without any prior knowledge • Unauthorized access is restricted

PoOR [52] • For guaranteeing security, this scheme uses erasure code, • Data duplication is a problem • The requirement of the cloud environment is
Merkle tree, and homomorphic verifiable tags that increases data redundancy satisfied with this scheme
• Efficiency analysis is conducted with the help of parameters such as data size, • Optimized traffic cost
computation complexity, size of metadata, and communication cost • Computation performance is relatively satisfactory

OPoR [53] • The different entities present in this scheme are the Client, • Reset attacks occur during the • Significantly reduced
• Cloud Storage Server, and Cloud Audit Server • computation overhead
• Remotely filed stored are audited by using a cloud server upload phase against storage • Both dynamic data operation and
that is independent of the storage server public verifiability are supported

SCPV [54] • Uses proof of retrievability technique for public verification • Verification cost is higher • A malicious auditor user cannot
• Consists of public certificateless verification, security, and efficiency • Multiple verification tasks impact the security of SCLPV

are not performed • Large verification overhead guarantees
the security of the data

PNL [55] • PNL mechanism is based on description logic • Does not guarantee the security • Protects the user data from being misused
• To guarantee the availability, erasure code in file distribution is used of user private data • Protects against Byzantine failures by dynamic data
• Public auditing is required for stored data; hence, TPA is used operation and server colluding attacks in the cloud

DEDP [56] • Based on a feedback audit scheme • Processing proofs are required • Frame and colluding attacks are prevented
• Utilizes a lightweight protocol, and adopts multiple TPAs for computational audits • Running time analysis
• Three phases: setup, release, and execution should be performed
• The user performs the final verification task

PASNSD [57] • This scheme utilizes the Oruta and Knox approach, and • A rival may corrupt the data • Storage correctness is preserved when the
the digital signature makes it more secure in the verification phase and prevent cloud server fails to authenticate its response
• The integrity of the shared data during the auditing process should be preserved user from using correct data

TSAS [34] • Utilizes the combination of cryptography and the bi-linearity • Auditing protocol becomes • Data privacy is protected against the auditor
property for multicloud batch auditing insecure due to dynamic operations and applicable to large-scale cloud storage systems
• The requirements of the protocol are confidential • Replay attack and • Less communication and computation costs
• Dynamic auditing and batch auditing forge attack occurs

MTTPA [59] • A novel security auditing framework to maintain trust by • A cloud service user • A security strength is
choosing the proper cloud service provider. This structure is based on a consensus feedback is not supported demonstrated to be effective
assessments initiative questionnaire (CAIQ). TPA does the validation tasks
• This framework helped to demonstrate the security strength
designed by the Cloud Service Alliance
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Table 3. Cont.

Security Model Security Requirements Threats Advantages

ESTTP [35] • Based on the trusted third party-based scheme • High communication overhead • Improved data confidentiality
to encrypt the cloud data and algorithms • It is described as reducing
• Encrypt the cloud data and algorithms the computational burden
• Uses a secret key for communication. TPA performs user
authentication and ensures data integrity

CTM [61] • Based on a centralized model approach • Cloud service user feedback • Trust is significantly established for cloud users
• Uses the feedback mechanism from CSU to obtain trust values cannot always be trusted • Updating changes in the server is made easy

TPPCSS [62] • Cloud data are divided into several parts using the Hash–Solomon algorithm • Users do not have control • Maximum efficiency is achieved
• Cloud server, fog server, and local machine are the three main parts in this scheme over physical storage • Encoding procedures ensure the
• Encoding and decoding are performed to prove the effectiveness of the scheme privacy of the data

6. TPA-Based Security Challenges and Recommendations

Existing countermeasures and solutions for restricting the malicious intent of the
TPA are not enough. TPA acts as a verifier that should not be trusted if data privacy
protection in the public cloud is the target. RSA-based storage security is utilized to rec-
ognize malicious TPA intent. Data encryption techniques can reduce computation costs
and enhance data confidentiality. However, private keys are considered to be unsafe that
can be compromised by TPAs. The Knox and Oruta methods are used to protect data
privacy, but these methods might be corrupted by the malicious TPA while performing the
verification processes. The privacy negotiation mechanisms are introduced to protect cloud
entities against Byzantine failures and colluding attacks. Nevertheless, these mechanisms
guarantee data protection due to the attack of TPA. The Privacy-preserving auditing mod-
els have been utilized to mitigate the malicious intent of the TPA, but these approaches
inheriting the negative features of high time-complexity and additional bandwidth con-
sumption. Third-party storage audit services methods have been used to preserve data
privacy. These methods are capable to reduce the communication cost, but they affect
the security of used auditing protocols. The public auditing mechanisms are proposed to
reduce the communication and computation costs and protect data privacy from malicious
TPA. However, an internal attack of the TPA might be a serious issue. Managing trust in
TPAs could provide effective security protection. Nevertheless, this mechanism does not
support cloud client feedback. High levels of cloud client trust can be achieved using a
centralized trust model. This mechanism facilitates updating changes; however, feedback
reported by cloud clients should not always be trusted. When the TPA applies random
masking and homomorphic nonlinear techniques, a decent efficiency is achieved even if
the TPA is carrying out various auditing tasks. However, the TPA can be able to obtain
a local copy of the data. Data possession models can be utilized in cloud paradigms to
provide decent anonymity. However, these models are not particularly designed for TPA.

Addressing the security challenges of data privacy, lightweight security privacy-
preserving models could be the better option to handle the TPAÕ malicious intent. These
models can provide authentication and confidentiality by using mutual authentication and
secret data sharing.

Furthermore, utilizing mutual authentication can decrease the cost of information
exchange. The secure certificateless public verification methods can be utilized to com-
bat malicious TPA. Reliability can also significantly be improved by using a designated
public verifier. This technique can also decrease computation complexity. The layered
interleaving models can be employed during auditing to efficiently recover singleton losses.
Nonetheless, data contents should not be exposed to the TPA.

Table 4 demonstrates the strengths/weaknesses of the existing solutions proposed for
the malicious TPA and recommendations.
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Table 4. Strengths and weaknesses of the existing solutions proposed for the malicious intent detection of the TPA
and recommendations for choosing better model.

Existing Solutions against Mali-
cious TPA Strength Weakness Recommendations/Remarks

RSA-based storage security mecha-
nisms

Reducing computational cost and en-
hance data confidentiality Can be compromised by TPA

These methods are not completely
suitable to determine the malicious
intent of the TPA

Data encryption techniques Enhancing data confidentiality Can be compromised by TPA
These methods do not provide com-
plete protection against malicious in-
tent of the TPA

Knox and Oruta methods Supportive in verification process Might be corrupted by the malicious
TPA

These methods are not particularly de-
signed for malicious intent of the TPA

Privacy negotiation mechanisms
Protecting privacy preservation of the
cloud entities against Byzantine fail-
ures and colluding attacks

Negotiator could be malicious TPA These methods do not guarantee data
protection due to attack of TPA

Privacy-preserving auditing mod-
els

Mitigating the malicious intent of the
TPA

Inheriting negative features of high
time-complexity and additional band-
width consumption

These methods can reduce the mali-
cious intent of the TPA in some partic-
ular scenarios but cannot completely
provide the solution

Third-party storage audit services
methods Reducing the communication cost The security auditing protocols can be

affected
These methods do not provide perfect
protection against the malicious TPA

Public auditing mechanisms for
TPA

Reducing the communication and
computation costs

An internal attack of the TPA might
be a serious issue

These methods can work in particular
scenarios but not permanent solution
against TPA

Trust management TPA models Effective security protection No support for the cloud client feed-
back

These models show the domination
of TPA. Therefore, the TPA can easily
play the role of malicious TPA

Data possession models Provide data anonymity Not TPA-specific These models are not properly de-
signed for TPA

Centralized trust models Achieving the trust of cloud clients
and facilitates updating changes

feedback reported by cloud clients is
not always trusted.

These models are not particularly de-
signed for TPA

Random masking and homomor-
phic nonlinear techniques

Providing decent efficiency even if
the TPA carries out various auditing
tasks.

TPA can be able to obtain a local copy
of the data

These methods are not supportive to
determine the malicious intent of the
TPA

Lightweight security privacy-
preserving models

Providing authentication and confi-
dentiality by using the mutual authen-
tication and secret data sharing pro-
cesses. Furthermore, information ex-
change cost can be decreased.

A few models are available for TPA,
but those models are still not matured

These methods are suitable to detect
the malicious intent of the TPA

Secure certificateless public verifi-
cation methods

Key generation center possesses the
complete power and is implicitly
trusted. Trust can be built between
TPA and either cloud service provider
or client

Key generation center can be compro-
mised. As a result, TPA has an access
to the public key partially and private
keys of all clients

These methods are good for protect-
ing data privacy against malicious
TPA, but there is a possibility that
key generation center can be compro-
mised by the TPA

Designated public verifier
Reliability can also significantly be im-
proved. In addition, computational
complexity can also be decreased

No state-of-the art models are avail-
able

These models can be supportive
against the malicious intent of the
TPA

Layered interleaving models

Recovering singleton losses efficiently
during the auditing process. Fur-
thermore, data contents cannot be ex-
posed to the TPA

A few models are available but they
are not fully matured

These models can protect the data pri-
vacy against the malicious intent of
the TPA

7. Conclusions

In this survey, cloud security based on a third-party auditor (TPA) was extensively
reviewed. The role of the TPA is to ensure the auditing for clients and to provide secure
communication and data integrity. However, several issues appear when TPAs are utilized
in cloud computing. Some of these issues are related to trust. Thus, we studied many
research papers that address security in relation to TPAs.

In this work, the most recent TPA-based techniques were investigated and categorized
based on the utilized security approaches and summarized based on security requirements.
The first part of the review discussed vulnerabilities and presented how TPAs can be
used to produce threats to data privacy. The major impacts in term of cloud security that
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manifest when adopting TPAs were also discussed. However, adopting a TPA can come
with a price: e.g., trust issues, security concerns, communication and computation costs,
and data breaches. Moreover, approaches used to preserve privacy were classified using
TPAs’ dynamicity as a categorization method. Security weaknesses were also introduced
and discussed. Lastly, recommendations and future work were suggested. To sum things
up, academic researchers and industries could plan to propose a lightweight and highly
secure method that enhances trust when adopting TPA in cloud computing.
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